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Mary Wigman (born Karoline Sophie Marie Wiegmann; 13 November 1886 – 18 September 1973 in Berlin) was a German dancer and choreographer, notable as the pioneer of expressionist dance, dance therapy, and movement training without pointe shoes. She is considered one of the most important figures in the history of modern dance. She became one of the most iconic figures of Weimar German culture and her work was hailed for bringing the deepest of existential experiences to the stage. This book considers dancer, teacher, and choreographer Mary Wigman, a leading innovator in Expressionist dance whose radical explorations of movement and dance theory are credited with expanding the scope of dance as a theatrical art. Now reissued, this book combines: a full account of Wigman’s life and work an analysis of her key ideas detailed discussion of her aesthetic theories, including the use of space as an "invisible partner" and the transcendent nature of performance a commentary on her key works, including Hexentanz and The Seven Dances of Life an extensive collection of p Discover Book Depository's huge selection of Mary Wigman books online. Free delivery worldwide on over 20 million titles. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience. By using our website you agree to our use of cookies. Home. The Mary Wigman book. What did Wigman mean by ecstasy and form? Apollonian and Dionysian. Ideas on composition and the choreographic theme. Who has inherited the emotive dance lineage of Mary Wigman? Mary wigman as choreographer: choosing the focus. Solo as signature: Hexentanz The mask as doorway Hexentanz: a description Group dance. The Seven Dances of Life (1921) Choric dance. Totenmal (1930) Final solo concert. PRACTICAL EXERCISES. Class at the Mary Wigman School Discovering the eloquent body. Wigman movement qualities in practice What makes the dance? Space. Dance as language. 16 views this week. Mary Wigman. German dancer, choreographer, and dance instructor. Biography. The Mary Wigman book. Authors: Mary Wigman. 1966. The language of dance. Authors: Mary Wigman. 1963. Die Sprache des Tanzes. Authors: Mary Wigman. 1990. Le langage de la danse. Authors: Mary Wigman Jacqueline Robinson. 2003. Liebe Hanya. Authors: Mary Wigman. Trending today in. All Film/TV Music Politics Sports Business Science Academia.